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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Part A. - Radioactive Tracer Technique 

The use of radioisotopes in the petroleum industry has been well 

established. Radioactive isotopes are used in pip,eline interface mark

ing, leak and corrosion detection, tracing flow in a closed system, flow 

rates, and residence time. These categories of applications for process 

control or inspection make use of the radioactive tracer technique. 

The radioactive isotope or radioactive liquid is injected quickly 

into the pipeline in order to obtain sharply defined peaks. Detecting 

elements are attached externally to the pipeline at any desired station. 

By connecting two detecting elements it is possible to record the tracer 

peaks at two points on the same recorder. This is practical in the 

petroleum industry only with a beta emitter isotope and the use of a 

G- M portable field instrument as a detector. 

The selection of the tracer isotope to be used for a given job can 

be made after considering a number of conflicting requirements: 

1. ) The half life - an experimental time limit of 7 to 9 times 

the half life of the isotope must be rigidly observed for accurate and 

economical counting. Decay during dormat use requires a longer half 

life isotope for routine use. 

2.) Energy - the isotope must be detectable and efficiency of 

counting obtainable, using the desired method of detection. The 

scintillation counter, a high efficiency particle detector, has made 

available isotopes for tracer use that have a soft beta particle. Decay 
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of the radioisotope to another radioactive element pres.ents another 

problem to be considered. 

3.) Chemical action -a chemical exchange or reaction may 

cause an undesirable contamination problem. In addition"' the injected 

tracer method may require expens.ive filtration and waste disposal of 

the contaminated fluid at the conclusion of the investigation. The con-

taminated liquor should be stable and not water soluble to prevent con-

centration in the bottom of tanks or low spots in a pipeline. 

4~) Injection of tracer '""' the storage and handling of large 

quantities of radioactive 'liquid requires extensive and costly safety 

measure.s. A difference of potential is required for injection of the 

radioactive liquid into the system~ thus requiring additional· energy and 

equipment. 

5.) Tracer detector - any gamma ray sensitive detector .such 

as. a 8'·-M tube, ionization chamber"' or .scintillation counter can be used 
' 

for detection,. but the G-M tube would be ideal for arty field measure-

mentor permanent installation. Cost, power requirements, and de-

sired accuracy of countiµg are all item.s to be considered. The in-

expensive G-M tube is rugged enough for field use and efficient enough 

to obtain a high peak total cou:nt. Two or more tubes should be connected 

to the count rate meter and recorder so that the failure of one tube will 

:not.:disruptthe measurement. The geometry control of the injected 

tracer method is at a minimum"' an advantage when using radioisotopes 

in field measurements. 



··. .·. ··, .. 

.. · .. · Pa.rLB .. ;:, Ra<iioa:.cti~e T;:a;6er A:ppli(:a.tiorig , · 

...•. Irttet-fac~ 1\/Ia.:dling. ••• Ii:the interface of .two p~ro.!:lticts,in a pipeline . 
. .· . ' .: '~ . . . . .· .. · .... •. . , . .. . . .. · . . ·. 

· ... is rnuk,cl W,ith a rS:dioactive liquid; th.ere is rto iimit-to th~ miniher. o·r . 
·.· .. 60:rnplex,ity of automatic. ·d~vieel:l.th.at.<ain be._oper11ted .. •by.the radioactive 

. . .· . . ; .. : . . ·.· . . . . { . ... . . . '·' . . ... -~ . ' . -· .· . :. . .. · ·-'. 

. li~ufd operating thrbugh an eletitro11ic. qircuit. •· .. The ihter:face t!an be . · •• ...• · .. 
. . . . .. , .. . .. -·. .. . . ·- .. . . . . 

. ··• · :· ciet~cted ~~curately with a porutble ari.finexpenai.V.e Q--M. tube/ but with · . 

.. · ... : a recor.d~:r ·.~~·continuous observation.: the.paasirig.interfa;ae -~a,n b~ com- . 

. · • < · pletely g;aphed. · . 

. ·····.· ...• .a:two.d~tector .sy,atern.oijeratedat: a receiying•:station allo~$ the 

complete, pieture: 0$ ~e interface .t? Q~. irecorded and $tu died before :the .. 

. • int;e,:-;f~e:e r:e1aehe$t.he . .sec0,nd deteetion .syat~m at the. distributioh point. 

Study of the reco;rd.¢d Jnter;fac.e -lets predet:e~µiirled·count rat¢s at the 

.se.ccmd detection :$y:Stem operat~:i-'elayeirctd.ts: to ·activate/ .. 

.. .. L ) Powe~• d;iv¢ri ;uY~s\ 
" .. , ... ·.· ... :··. 

·. 2. ) . Pump. Qpex-ation for inaxh?tiin. pump sy$fe~ ,effieieriey 

.· .•.• ·•··· ;3-J.-~eparaµon .oi;tv.rd:pr?~uct.s.····· 

. · • .. :,4- ) qutting· out the r~~ic,a¢tive.;1riterf~¢Et to atio\V orµy th~t . • 

.· · .· · ~6urit of: c.ont_airtina,tiofr permitted by·;spe~ifiea.tio$ • 

.. ·Tlie.•time·retquiredfor~J.int~rface±o ~ovefrom·:t}ie. inj_e~teo.,·.·.··, 
; poinl ~o the distribution point would give)he v.efo~:ity and then ~e ft~~ 

•. ··.·.·. :::::::~g:t::::~ed~=l~~:ft~::~:~=~in!••::::t2; ·· · 
·. :lif~ ... ieoulcleUmi~te· .. the nec'.e:$Sary ais,o$a:l of th~',¢ontamin~ted..li'qµicf.···· 

. . . .. ar t}i;~ .• dis:trihu'.tion $tation ••.. 

·.. L~ak Testing~ . . The diversion· df any f}:~id ,Stream fr'om o~e cJ;iannel . . . 

. t~ a.n~tliei-.eari he r,eadiij ·dete¢ted,with>a ra:dioa¢tiv.etr~y~I"~··· .• ·~ comp.f~x •... ·.·.·· 
.. ··- ·· .. ··. . ,., 

. ,setup. Q~ a pigi reC9r~er·,· G~1yr ~lib( . d~Je~to},, ~p.a a. ,s.l11g-,pf J:"aclio~clive ) •. . 
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· ··. li~uid b.a.n\,J11pOint a: leak·in $:pipelfoe~··If a radici~c:tiveihterf~e?JS .···· 
., _,.·_.- ;: . · .. ' 

· ... ·.pa,;~skcltll:J;".Qllg'lcthe pipelirie·ailyl~k!k.will allow ~:d~e>,¥it.6fradioa.qtiye· 

;"sol1.1tio:n.ori t}IEa outside Of the0'pipeJ.ine~ . A f'ollo,w µp, o.fa Jl{g equlplt)ed' . ' 

•. with the G;.;lVI·Jube and.r~c.order ·will regiatEir thepea:ktota!.count .. Simple. 

caleµl,atipn.s ,wi_U. ;exactly to.eat~ :tii.e i~ak*' .. 

. · Other app1,ieations.1n indtia.try riow majdng µse ~f th.:e ra.atoaetive _·-·· .... 

tracer techniGiue are :> 

1~·).·: :(iataly:S't!JirW'.ratea 
.·. ·.·· ·-:--. 

. . · · ·. · 2.) diluti<m : 

·• · 3_~ f . holding timEf 
4. ) · pe:a.k eircul:a,tion · · · 

5, }' now path~ .•· 

·. . 6.) -· blending;-·.- · 

. ]?art C ~- Beta Parti~le Abaorpt~on-: . 

, : When 'a beta p-artic1¢ paa;~eJ3' through a. materit!(1~; eri~rgy).s lost . 

· --.:· dtie)o c,o]:lisio.ni vvith e:te:etz,ona.: The. total eriergy'Io,st dependiion the· ·. 
'.'·. ; 

.··:n~n{be!',()f ele¢i;;t'On~:pei' unit:ar~$. ;in. the lll~teri~ trav'ers-ed •.. Th~ ·>·:, ... 

. < iltitiiber of eleetrons, Pei- a.t~rn. is.pr9F>or±io~arto its: ~EJ;S$; th~r.efor•e~ 

.. ; a.b.sorp.ti6~: is a £unction of m.as:s ,~r ~rtlf area .. ·_. Abse>:rptiOn by differen:it : \ · 

• ·.· ... -Jnaterial~ he~om~s indep.encl~nt ·or theii. atoµiie.weig~t .... 

· :f.bi n:iea;su:iring athfokneS;S·of' mat.erial with_t4e.mo~t accur~cy it 

.. is desir.abl~ to choo_:s:e a SOµl:'Ce 0£ bet~ particles .whieh are 50 % ab$orbed • 
. _ . . . ·.. '. . ·'. ' . : ... . . . . . . . . .. . : .··•. .: ~ . .. - . . . . . . . ' .. . . - . . .. ·:-"· .. _.. . . . . . . · .. · 

•. iI1 t:lJ.e lh.~ckrreJs.s: inea.sµr,em:~rtts:.. lf t}?-~- ~ don:e;. · Jinalr'chinges: in' thick.; . 
rr~~$' will·-·r~sti1t irtrtiea.$ll?'ab1e eb,~nge~ in··~~~ nJfubei.'0£ bets. parfiti1~s 
pa$Sipg through the material. . B~t$. pttrt~el~;ab.$<>tjlti?P ,ea,n h~ us:ed fo':r . 

. . m:e•l9.S'uretr1.ents trom o: 5 t6 2:ti!Il.~·th.e_half--thiikne~$>>-Al:l$,O:rptio~,J)y_', .'·· . 

~itb.e.tweerf$0U:t'-G~ and)[efebt9x-:phiit:s_.the•rartge··pf low en~rgypet~·-
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particles. Pure beta emitters are preferred for thicknes.s gages;.since 

penetrating gamma rays are little absorbed. The sensitivity of the pure 

beta particle absorption is: increased for small changes in thickness. 

A long half life of the isotope is desirable s:o that frequent recalibration 

of the instrument will not. be required. 

Part D - Beta Particle Absorption Applications 

Level Detector. A simplified formaf absorption gage is used as 

a level detector for liquids or .solids in an enclosed system. A collimat

ed radioactive source is fixed at a critical level on one side, and a 

detector is mounted on the opposite .side. The .source is chosen so that 

its radiation can easily penetrate the waU1=1 of an empty containerJ but 

are absorbed when the container is filled above the critical level. This 

application could he used for the monitoring of containers on a conveyor 

belt. Empty or underfilled containers could be automatically rejected. 

Depth Gage. Operation for optimum production requires ac

curate level control of liquids. The radioactive depth gage utiliz.ed the 

absorption of beta radiation in a vertical column of liquid and measures 

continuously the radiation transmitted through the liquid c.olumn. The 

detector may he located outside and below the container, while the 

sealed source may float on the liquid. The gage is. calibrated by meas

uring the radiation intensity at known levels.. Advantages of such a gage: 

1. ) Continuous record of depths therefore the volumn can be 

computed. 

2.) The beta particle absorption is reduced by only one wall 

thickness .• 

3. ) No provisions for radiological_shielding are necessary. 



This instrument could easily be· adapted to a cut-off level gage. At a 

given count rate$. for the calibrated instrument, a electronic relay 

could open or close: valves to dive,rt and control flow. 

6 

Thicknes:s: Gages.. The beta particle absorption gage is u.s:ed to 

measure the thickness. of coatings sueh as paint or corrosion resistance 

material on a base met.al. The J~:ourt~.e is put on the base meta! so that 

the coating is the only beta particle absorption material between the 

isotope and the detector. This instrument eould be calibrated s:o that 

the count rate would be. proportional to the thickness. 

Product Testing. The dep0,sit forming characteristics of fuel 

additive.s can be measured in relatively inacces:s:ible parts of engines 

by .simple methods: of radiation detection. Operating variables;, influ

ence of lubricant composition,, and quality of fuels can all be investigated 

with the use of radioisotope.s. Radi~aetive engine parts-piston rings"' 

gears, and bearings .. can be analyzed for wear without partial or com

plete engine dismantling. Short time periods of cold engine .starting 

and warm ... up wear can be more efficiently and accurately measured by 

activating engine parts:~· Oil samples may then be withdrawn from the 

crankcaB!! and particles: that have been worn from engine p1!trt.s: and 

deposited in the crank c.ase can be counted to determine the we.ar rate. 

The radioactive analysts: of the wear rate is cheap er, faster;; and more 

sensitive. One engine part can be investigated at a time; whereas a 

physic.al analy$iS would include wear from all .engine parts. 

Other applications in industry now making use of the beta ab

sorption method are the meas.urement of ,Snow depths and the meas:..:-

urement of .silt movements. 



CHAPTER II 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

When a gamma ray pas.ses through a material_,, radiation ab;.. 

sorbed is proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation,,, thick

ness of the absorbing materia1Js: and the density of the material. 

This research.investigates- the use of .a source arid counter as; a 

calibrated instrument to determine the density of a fluid in a pipeline 

under static conditions:.. The selection of a isotope and counter for the 

absorption method must be investigated under many of the .same con

flicting.requirements as the traceris:o:J;op,e technique. (~ee Chaptet'lPartA). 

The position of the source; detector_,, and test section must be 

fixed during all runs: of the investigation. The radiation absorbed by 

the fluid will be the only variable. Absorption by the air and pipe walls: · 

will be fixed for each test during the investigation. 

For the c.alibration of an instrument, the radioactive Hmtope 

. must be of low energy.., long half life,, and be readily available. 

An ideal detector for field mea~mrements. would be the G-M 

tube. This detector is inexpensive and would make a better portable 
. . .. 

field instrument than the scintillation detector. The G-M tube does: 

not s:ee the different types: of radiation and has a low e.ffie;iency. The 

scintillation detector is not a field instrument.,,_ but its pulse-height dis:".'" 

crimination,, and high efficiency is an advantage over the G-lV! detector. 

Of particular~ inte.rest in-~this inv~stigation ·will~_be: L,;'.:):Oeom.etry, 

:2· ... ) :Source:/: 3.) _·_Detector.·: 4.:.) T:i:m.e.: 

7 



CHAPTER ID 

PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT 

The test .s.e:ction is a length of 4. 5" O. D. schedule 80 s.teel pipe. 
. . 

Each end has a welded slip on flange with blind flanges bolted on. One 

end is equipped with a fluid loading apparatus and the 0th.er end with a 

globe valve to dis:charge the fluid. See Plate I. 

The radioisotope source used in the first investigation was: a 

glas:s sealed o. 28 millieurie Cesium 137 isotope. This isotope has a 

26. 6 year haJf life and a maximum Beta energy of 1. 17 mev. (8%) and a 

Beta energy of O. 51 mev. (92%). The daughter activity is a o. 66 mev. 

Gamma ray with a 2 .. 6 minute half life. The .sealed Cesium 137 isoto}:)e 

is: used for the g·amma ray source.. The qualitie.s: that make this an ideal 

isotope for the first investigation are long half life.,, ready availability 

and a class:ification of ''moderately dangerous.'' 

AN Wood cbunterLab Geiger ... M;u.eller tube with a RCL :scaler 
\ 

was first used as a detector., but did not prove .satisfactory.. A BJ· 

· Electronic.s: (Borg-Warner Corporation) scintillation counter with a 

·. sealer unit, linear aid amplifier:; pre.s.ent time sealer control..,. .and a 

high voltage supply was used. Sensitivity and the .amplified..,. di$crim .., 

inated, and .shaped pulse;s" made the .s:cinti]lat~on probe a much more 

efficient deteetor for the gamma '"l!ay ab.sor]:)tion method. 

The Jl:Cintillation head cons;ist.s of .a chromium plated iron 

magnetic shield.,, photomultiplier tube,,. phosphor holder, and a sodium ... 

iodide, crystal. An operating volt.age of 900 is recommended. The 

8 
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linear amplifier intensifies· small pulses from the s.cintillation p:robe 

to a level where they can be measured and for more efficiency in count

ing. A pulse height selector is used such that only pulses larger than a 

selected value will be counted. For a fixed geometry of the radioactive 

source"' test s·ection, and .scintillation probe"' static measurements of 

gamma ray transmi-s.sion through water,, kerosene~ engine oil;. glycerine, 

and carbon tetrachloride were made. These fluids represent a range 

of densities from 49. 5 lbs per ft 3 to 98. O lbs per ft3 

Absorption of gamma rays by air and the steel pipe was kept 

constant for each run. _The different fluid densities were the only means 

of. changing the -total gamma ray absorption. See Plate II for the path 

of total absorption .. 

Reagent grades of glycerine and carbon tetrachloride were 

used.. City tap water (specific gravity., 1. 000) was used a.s the .stand

ard. The kerosene and engine oil were obtained from a service :sta-

tion. The specific gravity of each fluid was computed at room te;rnper

ature by standard methods. 

E.ach run of gamma ray absorption measurements was: made at 

constant temperature and pr.es.sure. For the runs of water,, kerosene 

engine oil~ and carbon tetrachloride five sixty minute and five thirty 

minute count$ were made. Five twenty minute and five ten minute 

counts were made for the runs. using glycerine in the test section. All 

total counts were above 10.,. 000 for the .on~. per cent accuracy in count--

ing. Five counting runs were made us.ing water in the. te.s:t .section at 

the start of the investigation and five counting runs at the end of the 

investigation to check for fixed geometry during all gamma ray 

absorption runs .• 



CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST DATA 

The experimental test data, shown in Tables I through IV,. were 

obtained from tests performed in the Oklahoma State University Civil 

Enginee.ring Hydraulic Laboratory. This data was taken with the 

Ge.sium 137 source in a collimated position.,, the 4 ... 511 O. D. steel pipe 

test section, and the scintillation probe used as a gamma ray ahsorp

tion instrument for measuring fluid densities. 

The experimental average counts per minute (cpm) - specific 

gravity curve approximates a straight line on a log'- log plot and a 

semi .... fog plot. Figure 1 is the log ... log plot of the experimental 

average cpm ~ . .specific gravity curve for water., engine oil_., kerosene, 

and carbon tetrachloride. Figure 2 Ls the log-log plot of the experi-

mental average cpm .:...specific gravity curve for water, engine oil" 

kerosene:,.; carbon tetrachloride,. and glycerine. Figure 3 is a semi

log plot using the experimental data of all five fluids. 

Table VI .shows the count variation,, average transmission 

ratio of the fluid to water-Ratio ''A'\ and the maximum per cent dif

ference of the average cpm and any one run for each fluid. Figure 4 

is the log,...log plot of the experimental Ratio "A" - specific gravity 

curve.@ 

With a given per cent change from the average epm;- Figure 5 

shows the corresponding per cent change in the specific gravity.., 

10 



PLATE I ..,TEST SECTION 

Slip on and 
Blind Flanges 

Fluid Loading 
Apparatus 

Schedule 8 0 Steel Pi e 
Air Vent 

Discharge Valve Elevation 

Detector 

Plan 

PLATE II - PATH OF TOTAL GAMMA RAY ABSORPTION 

Cesium 
Isotope in 
Lead Shield 

Scintillation Detector 

I 

11. 0 11 

flo---1--- 15 . 7 5" ----
2.25 11 2. 50" 
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TABLE I 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA 

12 

Fluid: Water SpecificGravity: L 000 Date: 3-11, 12·59 

Run 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 
Count 

152.765 

77~ 671 

154j 442 

. 75,991. 

153 ... 003 

Time 
Minutes 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

Average of five counts: 

TABLE IA 

76,, 076 30 

153, 2.97 60 

77,014 30 

154; 558 60 

. 7,5;,, 935 30 

2558 cpm 

. Date: 

Average of five counts: 2553 epm 

cp+n 

2,546 

2,589 High Count 

2,574 

2,533 

2,550 

3-23-59 . 

2,536 

2., 555 

2,567 

2,. 576 

2,531 LowCou:rit 

Average of ten counts:: · 2556 cpm 

Source : .Cesium 137 (0. 28 millicuries) 

Detector: Scintillation Probe 

Pulse Height : L 50, 

Coarse Gain : 8 

F . G. L3 
lne a1n : . l6 



TABLE II 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA 

13 

Fluid : Engine Oil : Specific Gravity : O. 870 Date: 3-13,, 14-59 

Run 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 
Count· 

170,. 582 

86,.914 

170,277 

84,. 965 

171,423 

86,488 

170,404 

85,. 713 

174,539 

86,.911 

Time, 
Minute 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

Average of ten counts:,· 2865 cpm 

cpm 

2,.843 

2,897 

2; 838 

2., 8 32 Low Count 

2,857 

2,.883 

2,; 840 

2,857 · 

2,909 High Count 

2). 8 97 

Source : Cesium 137,; (0 .• 28 millicuries) 

Dete.ctor : . Scintillation Probe 

Pulse Height : 

Coarse Gain 

Fine Gain : 

1. 50 

8 

13 
16"" 



TABLE III 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA 

14 

Fluid: Kerosene Specific Gravity: 0. 791 Date: 3-17.18-59 

Run 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 
Count 

171,184 

84~ 181 

1723' 736 

87, 149 

174,779 

86;071 

174; 183 

87;. 721 

178.,257 

89$, 822 

Time 
Minutes 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

cpm 

2; 853 

2" 806 Low Count 

2., 879 

2,905 

2., 913 

2,869 

2,903 

. 2., 924 

2,971 

2, 994 High Count 

Average of ten counts : 2902 cpm 

Source : CeEdum 137 (0. 28 millicuries) 

Detector : :Scintillation Probe 

Pulse Height : L 50 

Coarse Gain : 8 

Fine Gain : i~ 



TABLE IV 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA 
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Fluid: Carbon Tetrachloride Specific Gravity: 1. 569 Date: 3-18, 19-59 

Run 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 
Courit 

112,442 

56, 757 

112,923 

56,576 

115, 558 

58, 172 

111,841 

58,077 

113,279 

56,343 

Time 
Minutes 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

cpm 

1, 874 

1, 892 

1, 882 

1, 886 

1, 926 

1, 939 High Count 

1,864 Low Count 

1, 936 

1, 888 

1,878 

Average of ten counts: 18 97 cpm 

Source: Cesium 137, (0. 28 millicuries) 

Detector: Scintillation Probe 

Pulse Height: 1. 50 

Coarse Gain: 8 

Fine Gain: i~ 



TABLE V 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA 
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Fluid· Glycerine S,gecific Gravity : 1245 Date · 3-21, 22-59 

Run 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

· Total 
Count 

43,, 041 

21" 190 

43, 138 

21:,- 351 

43,560 

21, 165 

43, 182 

21" 469 

42, 323 

21c,403 

Time 
Minutes 

20 

10 

20 

10 

20 

10 

20 

10 

20 

10 

Cpm 

2, 152 

2" 119 

2, 157 

2,, 135 

2, 178 High Count 

2, 117 

2, 159 

2, 147 

2,116 Low Count 

2, 140 

Average of ten counts : 2, 142 cpm 

Source: Cesium 137, (0. 28 millicuries) 
. . . 

. Detector: Scintillation Probe 

Pulse Height: 1. 50, 

Coarse Gain: 8 

F . G . 13 me am: T6 

,\"'", 



Average .Transmission 

Ratio· 

ay.erage,ar:w one run 
. (per · cent) 

TABLE VI 

PRELIMINARY TEST DATA· 

..... ero. $. ene . · . . ·· .. I Eng. i.ne 0. il 
S. G. =0. 791 S. G. = 0.871 

1. 135 

188 

346 

2, 0% 2.0% 1.5% 

I-' 
-.J 
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Variation of Gamma Ray Transmission with Specific Grayity 
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Variation of Gamma Ray Transmission (Ratio 11 All) with Specific Gravity 
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Spe~ific Gr-gvity 

Fig. 5 

Variation.of Per cent Change of 
Av.erage cpm with Speciftc Gravity 
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.. The; eJCP<ar~ent~ iv~ra~e epi;n..;_ •. ~lJci:r:te;.g:ravit~ ¢'Urve fol~-

... ·••·· .~owe.d .~e ci~e,iiated. cury.~i: 9n ~ Jog~logplo~~ · .'l'h~i gatnnia ray·~1:>-orp·t 

·. · :tion/is a exponetiti,al i\rticrticm ~th. an ·inctease m :tliiid d~h$#,Y~ < .·· 

.: ._._§~~,,:.~~ tXu1cttleri.~ity•i$ ~~ qz#,v_~i~~le)fr.tll.~'.,:t:~~4 • ge~m,~tj -

gfthe .. ~ainlll'1t r:~f a:b,spr,-tion i~~~t~ ~e .. fl,o~nt1ijg.tate• ajie·uu~ : 
_•·. aµ.i_d<~~~Hy, r~~~o~iP.\~a~ b~--~r~~e~ itt~~f!~~#¢al~y-~ ·.·.From· _- · .· 

-irigure : i_. the; general equation/is:~ ..• 
. .. ; :_. _· .·: .. 

_ .. _.· ... eta_-_---.-•. -=\: 

. · .• Wher.e:-· .. 

. _ ~, . i:s Sp~ci!ie gr•v,itt,of unknciwn. ijuid 1~ th~ te~ .,,eiw~: . 
Yc2<~ =1i;~~=~~~~~e~a1't~4n.·· 

· C1 . = ~~~~,~~a!r~~~;~i 
.. """' :·--: ~·".·_ .. _'5'·50·_. ···,··.·.·_·~----2·:; __ 0,,'674 .: . (;;2 - -~ Ii> ····(1)· 

.. . • asl<i . ·.·1. 4BQ . ·. 

= _;{92< ) 

· : . : ~on1' :eigur~ II/th¢ eq:tiatl<>ri: $: ._ · 

•·;;.•·.:.· r:;!0$;::~r~O·.•· ..... 

-- ~! • 
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The :slope of the cpm - specific gravity from Figure 1 is .. o. 674. 

This curve is obtained using four fluids in the test .section,,. · A 55% 

increase in the fluid density from the water .standard leaves a large . 

break in the log,..log plot of the experimental data. At this point, a 

straight line or an infinite number of curve:s could be drawn through 

the four points. 

Using all five points o.f the experimental data on a log ... log plot 

the straight line relationshi' of cpm and .specific gravity is established. 

There is little difference in the slope of Figure 1 and Figure 2. This. 

substantiates the straight line log-log plot of cpm-speeific gravity curve$ 

Figure 3 is a semi-log plot of the average cpm ... specific gravity 

curve. Although this approximates a :straight line curve,. the log-log 

plot of Figure .2 of the experimental data is: better represented by a 

straight line. 

As indicated in Table I,. five counting runs: were ma.de using 

water in the test section at the start of the experiment and five count

ing runs at the completion of the experimental runs. The average cpm 

difference between the two is five. This indicates that the ge.ometry of 

the SDurce;, test :section,, and detector probe remained fixed during the 

series of runs. 

Figure 4 is. a log-log plot of the Ratio 11A1'1 ..... specific gravity 

curve. As expected,,. thi:S. has the same .slope as the curve of Figure 2. 

This would be an alternate method of writing the equation for a .source

detector instrument for the determination of fluid d,ensity. 

The difference in the high and low cp:rn and the maximum dif

ference between the average cpm and any one run can he used to esti

mate the per cent error in the determination of the specific gravity. 
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Using Table Vi--D and equation 2 a per cent change in average cp.m""' 

per cent change in specific gravity curve. can be drawn., Figure 5. This 

approximates a straight line curve for Oto 3. 5% Change in average cpm. 

At a higher counting rate the counting error would be considerably 

reduced. There would be a .smaller per cent error in the determina

tion of the sp:ecific gravity using such a source-detector instrument. 

The slope of the !inei("'"O. 700 from Figure 2) is a relationship of 

the .strength of the radiois:otop e source" type of radiation detector1 and 

the geometry of the equipment.. The average cpm spreadi therefore the 

slope of the cpm'""specific gravity curve,!,' could be increased for better 

accuracy by: 

L. ) An increase in the strength of the source to increase the 

counting rate, and decrease the .counting error during short ti:rrie periods .. 

An increase in mi!licu!"ies of the source would cause a handling problem • 

for use .as a field instrument. At a high counting rate the back ground 

count could be negle.cted in the calibration and use of the sour:ce-detec-

tor instrument~ 

2.,,) A scintillation probe; amplifier, and discriminator,,· although 

not suitable as a portable field instrum.ent., would increas.e the counting 

rate and decrea~te the counting error. A Ge.iger-Mueller tube would be 

a desirable field instru:ment1 but at the lower counting rate the counting 

error would he greater. 

3. ) When the .$.ource and detector are used as an instrument for 

the determination of fluid density,, the only variable for gamma ray ab--:

.sorption is. the fluid density. To increase the average epm spread a 

diagional croS.S'"'Section ahs.orption path should he used~ 



The spread of the c;_per ·<; ratio at different fluid densities: 

would also inc:reas:e with a ehange in lmy thr,ee o! the above fa¢t.or.s: ... 

An increas:ed .spread 0£ the <;_per Ciratio would make _slide ru1$ fie!d 

c:aJc:ulations more accmrate. · 



C:HAPTEEt V! 

it wa.a: obs:erved that on a !og-log:p!ot the gamma ray ahs:orption. 

is clireotly related to the :fluid density. For a given sour.e.e,.detector 

instrument,, gamma r:ay a,b.s;orption measurements: can be. made to deter"' 

mine the .specific: gravity or a fluid in a pip::eline: under .static conditions. 

E*Jterimenta;I; .measurements: indieat.e that the specific gravity or a fiuid 

can be determined within plus: or minus: two :per cent. 

The: .s:election 0£ the radioactive isotope can· best be m.ade after 

the type of d:ete¢tor has;· been :sele:eted.. For accurate measurements: 0£ 

specific g:b"avity l' plus: or minus 0., 5 p.er cent.t it wou!d he required to 

have a gamma ray counting rate greater than · 10 0" 0 0 0 e.pm. This:· count

ing rate could be: obtained in two minutes with a strong radiation source 

.and a G""M tube detector .. If a .s:cinti;t;la.ticm probe \s: used !or a detee.tor;. 

the streng:l;h of the iS'otop~ ¢ould be lea:s. The G-M tube would be: an 

ideal portable field detector" but a radiation $ource of moderate s:trength 

(50 mil1ic:uries: or leas.) would present a radia.tion hazard. To prevent 

recalibration o:r the: .s:ouree,..detector ina:trumen~ the isotope should 

have a h?lf. life of greater than twenty years. The 'S.ource-dete~tor 
. . 

Instrument must have.fixed geometry .s:o that calculated curves: and 

equations can be uS,:-ed with gamm.a ray ab.$orption measilrementa that 

are obtained in field operations .. 

27 



CHAPTER VII 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Part A ... Interface Location 

A fixed Source detector instrument could be used in field 

operations as an external means of locating the interface between two 

fluids of different densities flowing in a pipeline. The detector could 

be a count rate meter and the source a gamma ray emitter. Usingthe 

same apparatus arrangement as Plate I, the results could be represent

ed as in Figure 6 :. 

Counting 
Rate 

c2 

c1 Fluid 

Time 

Figure 6 

Gt 
I Fluid 

where 'Y i'> 'Y 2 

Interface 

From this plot, the length of the interface or volume of the 

mixture could be computed. At a gasoline tank farm, two different 

octanes or densities could be separated or dispatched by such an in-

strument. At a counting rate Gt of a continuously monitoring instru-

ment., an electronic circuit could operate automatic valves for density 

sepij.ration. Using such an instrument for automatic separation, fluid 

number one would be upgraded and fluid number two would not he 

down graded. 

28 
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Part B - Dimensionless Analysis 

A dimensionless analysis of radioactivity and the fluid flow 

problem involves two different types of variables. The American sys

tem of force., F; length., L; time, T; and mass, M; must be combined 

with atomic units, nuclear units and the metric system of units. Var-

iables of atomic number, Z; mass number, A; neutron number, N; 

linear absorption coefficient, µa&ntensity, 1; electron density would 

all have to be investigated with the American system of units for a 

practical set of dimensionless numbers. 

Using one set of variables; density, p; dynamic viscosity, µ; 

pressure, P; velocity, V; length, D; kinematic viscosity, v; linear 

absorption coefficient, µabs; and intensity, I, the follo-w.i.ng dimension

less numbers were found. 

1.) 

2. ) ,, .. 

p3 
pI2 

Dµ abs. 

3. ) 

4. ) 

pv 

D 3 I 

pV3 
I 

One disadvantage would he the changing from the ·· nuclear system of 

units to the American system of units. 

For the dynamic condition of fluid flow and radioactivity" 

several investigations of a dimensionless plot are possible, these are: 

p3 
vs pVD pv vs pVD pV3 

vs pVD 

p 12 µ D 3 I µ I µ 

The linear absorption coefficient" for investigation and calibra;... 

tion of a given isotope-detector instrument, should be the total linear 

absorption coefficient. A break down of the gamma ray absorption by 
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· pipe walls and air would be cumbersome. The intensity could best be 

used as the relative per cent intensity. These two nuclear units could 

· be .converted to the American system of units for field calculations~ 

Suggested further study for the use of a radioactive isotope and 

radiation detector as an instrument for the determination of the .specific 

gravity of a fluid would be: 

1..) The testing of a number of fluids with a range in specific 

gravity from 0. 1 to 2. 5. 

2. ) . The use of a number of isotopes (gamma ray emitters) 

with rrioderatly dangerous strengths .. · The half life of the isotope 

should be greater than twenty years. 

3.) The scintillation probe should be used as the radiation 

detector. 

The straightline fog..:.log plot of counting rate ... specific gravity 
. . . 

could be 'established for a given source,.,detector instrument for the 

dete!'mination of the specific gravity of a fluid. This instrument could 

he used in field operations. 
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